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Provides an exemption from individual income tax for the gross wages of defined digital nomad persons. The exemption is
for up to two taxable years, between January 1, 2022 through December 31, 2025. Participants must maintain domicile in
the state for one year following establishment of domicile for eligibility for the exemption. The Department of Economic
Development, in consultation with the Dept of Revenue, shall certify participating digital nomads and shall limit the number
of participating individuals to 1,000 per year.

 Effective upon governor's signature.

While the bill appears to contemplate a three year pilot program, this is a new program in the Dept of Economic
Development, that could have 1,000 participating individuals per year, and considerably more than that number applying for
the program. The Dept would need to develop a tracking system for program applicants and their supporting documentation,
as well as allow for interoperability with systems in the Dept of Revenue and Workforce Commission to verify various aspects
of applications. The Dept indicates the need for an additional position and technical support, with costs of roughly $80,000
per year in wages & benefits, plus one-time system set-up costs that might be another $80,000.

Levels of applications might not be very high initially, until the program/exemption becomes generally known to be available,
but some system would need to be established to handle even a small number of applications. Thus, some program
administrative costs are likely, but ultimately depend upon the level of program participation.

The number of individuals and the amount of income that might participate in the program is speculative, and a reasonable
estimate of income tax foregone can not be determined. Given the normal job creation and destruction of the labor market,
it is possible that some individuals qualifying for the bill’s tax exemption would locate in the state regardless of the tax
exemption. However, the bill contains a number of provisions for qualification that would seem to minimize an existing
baseline of employment obtaining the bill’s benefits (required major medical insurance, not domiciled and filing tax returns in
the state for three prior years, maintenance of domicile for a year after exemption period). The bill’s requirements that
minimize baseline revenue losses would also seem to work to hold down participation in the program in general, minimizing
foregone revenue from individuals induced to locate in the state by the bill. While the bill authorizes up to 1,000 participants
a year, the number actually participating may be materially lower than that, with only small consequent state fiscal impacts.
In addition, as structured, participants that are induced by the program, and do maintain domicile in the state after their
exemption period, would presumably generate state income tax receipts in those subsequent periods.
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